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ABSTRACT

We discuss the processe�e� !W�W� mediated by heavy
Majorana neutrino exchange in thet� andu channel. In our
model the cross section for this reaction is a function of the
masses (mN ) of the heavy Majorana neutrinos and mixing
parameters (UeN ) originating from mixing between the ordi-
nary left-handed standard model neutrinos and additional sin-
glet right-handed neutrino fields. Taking into account the stan-
dard model background and contraints from low energy mea-
surements, we present discovery limits in the (mN ; U

2
eN

) plane.
We also discuss how to measure in principle the CP violating
phases, i.e., the relative phases between the mixing parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

The question why the masses of the observed neutrinos are
much lighter than those of the charged leptons is a central un-
solved problem in particle physics. An attractive scenarios to
understand this is the following: Adding right-handed singlet
neutrino fields to the standard model, the resulting mass spec-
trum can be such that there are 3 essentially zero mass Majo-
rana neutrinos and additional heavy Majorana neutrinos. While
in the generic case the masses of these heavy neutrinos are
too large to detect observable consequences at present and fu-
ture colliders, it not excluded however, that their masses are in
the range of a few TeV and that their coupling strengh to the
charged leptons are rather large. For the latter case, the phe-
nomenology fore+e� collisions where heavy Majorana neutri-
nos can be directly produced viat- channelW ands- channel
Z0 exchange, has been worked out in detail in [1]. The main
conclusion is that the cross sections and designed luminosities
are large enough to find heavy Majorana neutrinos essentially
up to the kinematical limit, i.e., up tomN � p

s, provided
that the relevant mixing angles are near the present bounds in-
ferred from low energy data. A similar conclusion also holds
for single Majorana neutrino production ine collisions. An-
other attractive reaction to be discussed in detail in this paper
is e�e� ! W�W�, which is mediated byt- andu- channel
Majorana neutrino exchange (see Fig. 1). As the neutrinos do
not have to be produced in this reaction, one is potentally sensi-
tive to neutrino masses which exceed

p
s. Therefore, the aim of

this paper is to work out the discovery region for such neutrinos
in the parameter space (masses and mixing angles), taking into
account standard model background reactions.

In the second part of this introduction we present the model
and list the present bounds on masses and mixing angles in-
ferred from low energy precision measurements. In section II
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we discuss the signal reactione�e� !W�W�, while section
III deals with the simulation of the standard model background.
In section IV we present the discovery limits in the(mN ; U

2
eN

)
plane. Section V finally deals with the question of how one can
measure in principle the relative phases of the mixing angles;
the presence of such phases is a necessary condition to observe
CP violation in reactions likee�e� !W�W�.

A. The Model

As in the standard model (SM) only left-handed neutrino
fields are present, a Dirac mass(mD) term for the neutrinos
cannot be written down; also a Majorana mass term(mM ) in-
volving only the left-handed neutrino fields (�L) cannot be con-
structed consistently within the SM because this would require
Higgs-Triplets which are absent in the SM. Consequently, neu-
trinos are exactly massless in the SM. There are, however, many
extensions of the SM (likeSO(10); E6; :::) with k extra neu-
trino fields (�R) which are singlets under the SM gauge group
GSM . In a generic case symmetry breaking then induces the
mass term

Lmass
� = ��LmD�R �

1

2
�c
R
mM �R + h:c ; (1)

wheremD is a(3� k) Dirac mass matrix andmM is a(k� k)
Majorana mass matrix. As an example, the grand unified group
SO(10) can break to the SM group through the chain

SO(10)
�GUT! GSM�U (1)B�L v

0

! GSM
v! SU (3)c�U (1)em ;

(2)
where�GUT , v0 andv = 174 GeV are the respective breaking
scales in this chain. In this example, the Dirac- and Majorana
mass matrices are of the form

mD = g � v ; mM = h � v0 ; (3)

whereg andh are matrices of Yukawa couplings. It is conceiv-
able that the residualB �L breaking scalev0 is as low as a few
TeV ; in this case also the Majorana mass term is expected to be
relatively light.

To get the mass eigenstates, one has to diagonalize the neu-
trino mass matrix by means of a unitary (3 + k � 3 + k) ma-
trix U . The resulting mass eigenstates are 3 light Majorana
neutrinos�i with massesm�i andk heavy Majorana neutrinos
Ni with massesmNi . Expressing the weak eigenstates in the
charged current by the corresponding mass eigenstates1, we
get theW �e�N (W �e��) vertices relevant for our process

1We assume without loss of generality that the mass matrix of the charged
leptons has been diagonalized prior to the neutrino mass matrix.
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e�e� !W�W�:

LWe�;WeN =
gp
2

 X
�

�e�LUe�� +
X
N

�e�LUeNN

!
W� :

(4)
It is instructive to look for a moment at the simpler1 + 1 di-
mensional case with only one left-handed and one right-handed
neutrino field. The masses and the mixing angleUeN are given
by the see-saw formulae [2]

m� �
m2

D

mM

; mN � mM ; UeN �
mD

mM

: (5)

In this case, the bounds on the light neutrinos imply that the
mixing angleUeN has to be very small; consequently the cross
section ine�e� ! W�W� is much too small to be observed.
In the general3 + k dimensional case, however, it is possible,
that the 3 light neutrinos are exactly massless while the mixing
anglesUeN remain finite (i.e. nonzero)! This means that there
is some chance to find heavy neutrinos with rather large cross
sections through the processe�e� !W�W�.

In the following, we assume the light neutrinos to be massless
(minimal mass generating case) and the mixing anglesUeN and
heavy massesmN to be essentially free parameters.

B. Constraints on masses and mixing angles

Before listing the constraints from low energy measurements,
we would like to point out a model constraint. Assuming that
there are no Higgs triplet fields, the Majorana mass term for the
left-handed neutrinos is absent (as in eq. (1)). This implies the
relation X

�

m�U
2

e� +
X
N

mNU
2

eN = 0 ; (6)

or in the minimal mass generating case (m� = 0)X
N

mNU
2

eN = 0 : (7)

We now list the experimental contraints:

� Charged current universality implies thatjUeN j2 < 4 �
10�3. The LEP-1 data lead to similar bounds [3].

� Heavy Majorana neutrinos mediate the rare decay�! e.
Non-observation of this decay leads to the strongbound
jPN U�NU

�

eN j < 2 � 10�4. This bound, however, does
not necessarily lead to a more stringent bound onUeN than
charged current universality.

� The non-observation of neutrinoless double beta decay
��0� implies a bound on both, the light and heavy neutrino
sector. The best present evidence on the non-observation
of the��0� reaction is from the experimental limit on the
process76Ge !76 See�e�, with �1=2 > 5 � 1024 years.
For light neutrinos the bound reads�����

X
�

U2

e�m�

����� � few eV : (8)

In the minimal mass generating case (m� = 0) this bound
is satisfied automatically. For heavy Majorana neutrinos
the bound is of the form�����
X
N

U2

eN

mN

�����
2

� jhadr. matrix elementj2 � 1

�1=2
: (9)

A recent paper [4] shows that in the olderliterature the
hadronic matrix elements have been strongly overesti-
mated. Taking the new estimates for the hadronic matrix
elements, the bound becomes�����

X
N

U2

eN

mN

����� < 6� 10�3 TeV �1 : (10)

II. SIGNAL

In the minimal mass generating case, where the light neutri-
nos are exactly massless by definition, only the heavy Majorana
neutrinos(Ni) contribute to the processe�Le

�

L !W�W�. The
corresponding Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 1. For

N N

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the processe�L e
�

L !W�W�.

p
s � mW the cross section is totally dominated by the pro-

duction of longitudinally polarizedW�. To leading order in
mW =

p
s and in tree approximation the angular distribution

d�(e�Le
�

L !W�W�)=d cos � is given by the expression [5]

d�

d cos �
=

G2

F

8�

�����
X
N

mN U2

eN

�
t

t�m2

N

+
u

u�m2

N

������
2

;

(11)
with t = �(s=2) (1 � cos �) andu = �(s=2) (1 + cos �). The
general relation between mass and mixing parameters given in
eq. (6) for all neutrino flavors ensures unitarity and renormal-
izability. As a consequence of eq. (7) [or eq. (6)], the cross
section in eq. (11) vanishes in the limit

p
s ! 1 because the

leading constant term becomes proportional to
P

N mNU
2

eN .
Another feature which is easily seen from eqs. (11) and (7) is
that the heavy Majorana neutrinos have to be degenerate in mass
in order to have a non-zero cross section.

Note, that in the limit where the masses of all heavy Majo-
rana neutrinos are much larger than

p
s, formula (11) could be

further approximated to read

d�

d cos �
=

G2

F

8�

�����
X
N

U2

eN

mN

�����
2

s2 ; mW �p
s� mN :

(12)
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In the subsequent numerical analysis the lightest of the heavy
neutrino masses is singled out for simplicity in the scenario

mW �
p
s � mN1

� mN2
;mN3

; : : : : (13)

The results are then parametrized by the massmN (= mN1
) and

the corresponding mixing angleUeN .
In the reactione�

L
e�
L
!W�W�the invariant mass of the

W�W� pair equals
p
s; this is in contrast to all the back-

ground reactions we discuss later, where the invariant mass of
theW�W� pair reaches

p
s only in very special kinematical

configurations. Therefore, this invariant mass is a essential vari-
able to get rid of the background. To fully exploit this, we con-
centrate on the hadronic decay modes of theW�W� boson pair
where all the decay products can be detected (no neutrinos as in
the purely leptonic or semileptonic decay mode). The branch-
ing ratio of theW�W� pair into the three possible channel is
given roughly by

BR(W�W� : both W decay hadronically) =
36

81

BR(W�W� : both W decay leptonically) =
9

81

BR(W�W� : one decays hadr., the other lept.) =
36

81

Before discussing the background it is instructive to see that
the number of signal events (using eqs. (11) and (14)) can be
rather large: For

p
s = 500 GeV,mN = 1 TeV andU2

eN
=

4� 10�3 the production cross section forW�W� followed by
hadronic decay of bothW� is � = 1:2 fb; this corresponds to
60 events assuming a luminosity ofL = 50 fb�1.

III. BACKGROUND

The most important backgrounds come from the reactions
e�e� ! W�W��� (1), e�e� ! W�Z0�e� (2), e�e� !
Z0Z0e�e� (3), ande�e� ! W�W+e�e� (4), where the
gauge bosons decay hadronically and the charged leptons es-
cape along the beam pipe. If the jet charges could be recon-
structed, then of course only reaction (1) would remain as a
backgound. In this study we assume that this is not possible,
hence deriving rather conservative discovery limits. While (1),
(2) and (3) have been calculated by Cuypers et al. [8], the pro-
cess (4) has been included by Barger et al. [9]. As mentioned
earlier, the invariant mass of the two vector bosons is in gen-
eral much smaller than

p
s, because of the additional leptons

in the final state (see also Fig. 3). However, there is a tail
in the invariant mass distributions of the gauge boson pairs in
the background reactions extending up to

p
s, because the ad-

ditional leptons are essentially massless. Given the fact that the
cross section of the background reaction (4) is more than two
orders of magnitude larger than the signal (using optimistic pa-
rameters formN andUeN ) one should try to further reduce the
background by imposing additional suitable cuts which do not
affect the signal significantly. To do such studies, we wrote a
Montecarlo simulation [11] of the signal and the background.
Reaction (4) is clearly the most serious background source, be-
cause first, it has by far the largest cross section [9] and sec-
ond, this cross section is dominated by configurations where

the final state electrons disappear in the beampipe. We there-
fore only take intoaccount this background reaction. We cal-
culated reaction (4) in the Weizs¨acker-Williams approximation
for left-handed electron beams, which means that we have to
work out in a first step the cross sections for the subprocess
 ! W+W� ! jets for polarized on-shell photons. By
calculating directly the matrix elements with 4 fermions in the
final state and then doing the narrow width approximation of
theW -propagators we have correctly incorporated the polar-
ization effects of the intermediate vector bosons. In a sec-
ond step we convolute the cross sections with the appro-
priate Weizs¨acker-Williams photon distribution functions. The
corresponding three Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.
As a check, we compared our Weizs¨acker-Williams results for

Figure 2: Feynman diagrams for the background process
e�
L
e�
L
! W+W�e�e�. Only those three diagrams are shown

which contribute in the Weizs¨acker-Williams approximation.

e�e� ! W�W+e�e� with the exact results in ref. [9] and
found good agreement. The resulting invariant mass distribu-
tion of the final state hadrons is shown in Fig. 3. Needless to
say, this reaction is only a background, if the final state elec-
trons disappear in the beam direction. However, as seen in Fig.
4 of ref. [10] in these proceedings, this background can only be
reduced by a few percent when imposing a realistic angular cut
on the electron directions.

In order to reduce the background we require the hadronic
massmhad to be larger than a certain critical valuemcrit

had
.

For each
p
s we do the analysis for the two typical values

mcrit

had
= 0:90 � ps andmcrit

had
= 0:80 � ps, respectively.

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate that the typical average transverse mo-
mentump?(aver:) of the four jets, defined asp?(aver:) =
(1=4) [jp?j(1) + : : :+ jp?j(4)] is higher for the signal than for
the background (after imposing themcrit

had
-cut).

One therefore can further enhance the signal/background ratio
by imposing a lower cut on the variablep?(aver:).

IV. DISCOVERY LIMITS

To summarize, imposing cuts on the invariant hadronic mass,
mhad, and the average transverse momentum of the jets,
p?(aver:), the background to the signal processe�

L
e�
L
!

W�W� ! jets, which is characterized by the two parame-
tersmN andUeN , can be significantly reduced. As discussed
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Figure 3: Invariant hadronic mass distribution in the process
e�
L
e�
L
! e�e�W�W+ ! e�e� + jets in the Weizsäcker-

Williams approximation.

in section I, there are constraints from low energy data. While
neutrinoless double beta decay is the most stingent constraint
(see eq. (10)) for neutrino masses below 660 GeV, the bound
from charged current universality (U2

eN
< 4�10�3) dominates

for larger masses. As in our plots the mass is mostly larger than
660 GeV we did not plot the bound from��0� . Requiring a
signal/backgound ratio> 1 and the number of signal events to
be> 20, we worked out the discovery limits in the(mN ; U

2
eN

)-
plane. The results for

p
s = 500 GeV are shown in Fig. 6,

assuming a luminosityL = 50 fb�1 and requiring the average
momentum of the jetsp?(aver:) to be> 25 GeV. In this figure
the horizontal line represents the bound from charged current
universality and/or LEP-1 data. Imposing the cut onmhad at
450 GeV the allowed region in the parameter space is above the
solid curve and below the horizontal line. Ifmhad is cut at 400
GeV the allowed region lies between the dashed curve and the
horizontal line. From the figure one sees, that it is very crucial
at which value the cut onmhad is imposed. Cutting at 400 GeV,
the allowed parameter space is essential empty; if the cut is im-
posed at 450 GeV, one is sensitive to a rather large parameter
space: masses up to 2 TeV could be discovered. In an ideal ex-
perimental situation, without any fluctuations in

p
s, one would

of course make themhad-cut basically at
p
s. In the real situa-

tion this energy is smeared, however, by beamstrahlung and ini-
tial state radiation. Of course one could simulate these effects
in order to find out the optimal value at which themhad-cut
should be imposed. Also the cut on the average transverse mo-
mentum was imposed in a rather arbitrary, but reasonable way;
also this cut could be optimized in order to become sensitive to
a somewhat larger parameter space.

The corresponding results for
p
s = 1 TeV andL = 100 fb�1

Figure 4: Signal (solid line) and background (dashed line) as a
function of the average transverse momentump?(aver:) of the
jets. The hadronic invariant mass is required to bemhad � 450

GeV and the other parameters are chosen to be
p
s = 500 GeV,

mN = 1 TeV,U2
eN

= 4� 10�3.

Figure 5: Same as Fig. 4, but formhad � 400 GeV.

are shown in Fig. 7. It is impressive that one is sensitive to
neutrino masses up to 12 TeV, assuming the mixing angle at its
present upper bound.
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Figure 6: Discovery limits in the(mN ; U
2
eN )-plane for

p
s =

500 GeV and luminosityL = 50 fb�1. The horizontal solid
line atU2

eN = 4 � 10�3 represents the upper bound onU2
eN

from charged current universality. Requiringp?(aver:) > 25
GeV andmhad > 450 GeV, the allowed region in the parame-
ter space is above the solid curve and below the horizonal line.
Using the looser cutsp?(aver:) > 25 GeV andmhad > 400,
the allowed region lies above the dashed curve and below the
horizontal line.

V. CP VIOLATING PHASE FROM THE
INTERFERENCE REGION

In this section we wish to discuss an alternative scenario [6],
[7], with two relatively light heavy neutrinos according to

mW �
p
s
�
> mN1

� mN2
� mN3

; : : : : (14)

In this case an interference can arise at the level of the single he-
licity amplitudee�Le

�
L !W�

L W�
L . To make this more explicit,

we rewrite the cross section (11) using the parametrization

mN1
U2
eN1

= ei�
�
a ei�=2

�
; mN2

U2
eN2

= ei�
�
b e�i�=2

�

q1 = (mN1
)2 ; q2 = (mN2

)
2
; q1 < q2 ; a; b � 0 (real) :

(15)
The differential cross section which does not depend on the
overall phase�, then reads

d�

d cos �
=

G2
F

2�
X ; (16)

with

X = ja ei�=2 f1 + b e�i�=2 f2j2 or

X = a2 f21 + 2abc f1f2 + b2 f22 ;

fi =
tu� 1

2
(t+ u) qi

(t � qi) (u � qi)
(i = 1; 2) : (17)

Figure 7: As Fig. 6, but for
p
s = 1 TeV and luminosity

L = 100 fb�1. The solid line corresponds tomhad > 900
GeV andp?(aver:) > 50 GeV, while the dashed line is for
mhad > 800 GeV andp?(aver:) > 50 GeV. The horizon-
tal line again represents the upper bound onU2

eN from charged
current universality.

In eq. (17)c = cos � is the cosine of the relative phase between
mN1

U2
eN1

andmN2
U2
eN2

, while the quantitiest, u, s = t +
u andX = X(t; u), are understood to be measurable at any
suitable finite set of values for the kinematic variables. As seen
from eq. (17), the reduced cross sectionX depends on the 5
real parameters

a ; b ; q1 ; q2 > 0 and c = cos � ; �1 � c � 1 (18)

The processe�Le
�
L !W�W�, in the sense of a leading ap-

proximation, does not exhibit direct CP (or T) violation. A
nonvanishing CP violation only results, if in addition to the CP
odd phase� also a CP even phase�, generated by the elec-
tromagnetic interaction, is involved [7] (e.g. through Coulomb
exchange in the initial state). This is in analogy to direct CP
violation in weak decays of hadrons:� plays the role of a CKM
angle, while� is to be identified with a phase generated by
the strong interaction. In order to find CP violation experimen-
tally, the pair of CP associated reactionse�Le

�
L !W�W�and

e+Re
+

R !W+W+needs to be observed with high statistics, an
unrealistic endeavour for the two reactions at hand. High statis-
tics and precision are (would be) mandatory because it is the
difference of respective differential cross sections which reveals
the sought CP asymmetry. This difference, which would be
strictly zero neglecting electromagnetic initial- or final state in-
teraction, is much smaller (by a factor�) than the individual
interference patterns.

As the interference pattern is much more readily observable
- due to its leading character - than any actually CP violating
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effect, we concentrate on working out a strategy to etablish (or
refute!) the CP violating angle�, which enters the differential
cross section through its cosine. Assuming the discovery of the
reactione�Le

�

L !W�W�at some initial c.m. energy, predom-
inantly due to the exchange of a single (noninterfering) heavy
Majorana neutrino, it is well conceivable that the sought inter-
ference can be established when going to higher energies.

From eq. (17) it becomes clear that all the 5 parametersa,
b, c, q1, andq2 (within their respective ranges as shown in eq.
(18)) can be extracted in principle from suitable data, assuming
this interference scenario is realized in nature with a sufficiently
large cross section. To emphasize again, a value forc = cos �

different from�1 would establish the existence of CP violation.

As this issue might become relevant in future, we decided to
elaborate a detailed stategy to extract the values of the param-
eters from data. However, as the details of this discussion are
necessarily technical, we relegate it to the appendix.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have investigated what can be learnt about the
(heavy) neutrino sector from the reactione�L e

�

L !W�W�at
future colliders. In a first scenario we have assumed that only
one of the heavy neutrinos is light enough to lead to a detectable
cross section. For this case we have worked out discovery lim-
its in the(mN ; U

2
eN )-plane. We found that at the c.m. energyp

s = 500 GeV neutrinos with masses up to 2 TeV can be dis-
covered, assuming the relevant mixing angle to be at its present
bound originating from low-energy experiments. At

p
s = 1

TeV, the discovery region is much larger: Neutrinos with masses
up to 12 TeV can be discovered. For the discovery of heavy
neutrinose�e� colliders are better suited thane+e� machines,
because in the latter case the neutrinos have to beproduced;
consequently, one is only sensitive to neutrino masses smaller
than

p
s. However, once a heavy neutrino is found, its prop-

erties (like decay channels etc.) could be better investigated in
an e+e� envirnment (with sufficient energy). Therefore, as in
many other aspects,e+e� ande�e� colliders are complemen-
tary.

Finally, we have investigated a scenario where two of the
heavy Majorana neutrinos are relatively light. There, in prin-
ciple the relative phase� between the mixing parameters can
be measured. This phase is responsible for manifest CP viola-
tion in e�L e

�

L !W�W�: If � 6= 0; �, direct CP violation is
established. For this reason we have discussed a rather detailed
strategy how to extract this phase from data.

Acknowledgments: We thank F. Cuypers, T. Han and C.A.
Heusch for helpful discussions and the organizers of the Snow-
mass Workshop for a wunderful time in Colorado.

VII. APPENDIX: STATEGY TO EXTRACT
THE CP VIOLATING PHASE

As seen from eq. (17), the reduced cross sectionX is a ratio-
nal function in the variablest andu, i.e., of the formX = g=h,
whereg andh are symmetric polynomials int andu. For the
following it is useful to write this somewhat more explicitly as

X = X(t; u) =
g�� t

�u�

h�� t�u�
; (19)

whereg�� = g�� andh�� = h�� are the coefficients of the
symmetric polynomialsg andh, respectively. In eq. (19) the
obvious summations are tacitly understood. These coefficients
themselves depend on the set of parameters� = [a; b; c; q1; q2]

we finally want to extract, more precisely

h�� ( q1; q2 ) ; g�� ( a; b; c ; q1; q2 ) : (20)

For mathematical reason, as we will discuss later, it is con-
venient to extract in a first step the coefficientsg�� andh��
without making use of their functional dependence on the pa-
rameters. Only after having determined these coefficients we
use the functional dependence in order to extract the parameter
set�. This has the most welcome advantage, that the analy-
sis done in this way becomes sensitive to scenarios where one
heavy Majorana neutrino interferes with some ”other mecha-
nism” (with a dependence of the same form with respect tot

andu) which also contributes to the processe�L e
�

L !W�W�.
As this process violates lepton number conservation, this ”other
mechanism” necessarily corresponds to new physics different
from heavy Majorana neutrino exchange.

A. Extraction of the coefficientsg�� andh��
From the explicit form of the functionsfi in eq. (17), one

easily finds that the indices (=powers oft andu) �; �; �; � in eq.
(19) range from 0 to 4. In general such symmetric polynomials
have 15 independent coefficients. More detailed inspection of
the polynomialh shows that the coefficienth44 = 1, while the
remaining coefficients ofh depend on the parametersq1 andq2.
For the polynomialg the coefficientsg00 = 0, g01 = 0 (and
therefore alsog10 = 0) while the other 13 coefficients depend
on the parametersq1, q2, a, b, andc. In total there are 14+13=27
nontrivial coefficients. We now put eq. (19) into the form

h�� [t
�u�X] � g�� t

�u� = 0 : (21)

In eq. (21) a linearly factorized form is achieved, separating the
nonredundant subset of determinable quantities

X�� =
1

2
( t�u�+ t�u� )X ; T�� =

1

2
( t�u�+ t�u� ) (22)

from the set of quantities to be determined (=unknowns)

h�� ; g�� : (23)

Taking into account the constraints on the coefficientsg�� and
h�� mentioned in the text, eq. (21) takes the inhomogeneous
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linear form

X0 +X�� h�� + T�� (�g��) = 0 (! � � 0)

�� 6= 44

�� 6= 00; 10; 01

; X0 = X44 = ( tu )4 X (24)

The expression0 (! � � 0) in eq. (24) reflects the fact that
there are systematic deviations from the hypothetical relation
in eq. (24) - theoretical as well as experimental - beyond the
statistical errors, where the latter are unproblematic from the
mathematical point of view.

We now form the two vectors of unknownsz` and associated
determinablesX0; D`, restricting ourselves to the nonredundant
set as specified in eq. (24)

f z` g = fh�� ; �g��g ; fD` g = fX�� ; T��g

f ` = 1; :::; 14 g$ f 0 � � � � � 4 ; �� 6= 44 g

f ` = 15; :::; 27 g$ f 0 � � � � � 4 ; �� 6= 00 ; 01 g
(25)

The associationD` $ fX�� ; T��g for � 6= � or � 6= � is

D` =

(
2X�� for � < � $ ` = 1; :::; 14

2T�� for � < � $ ` = 15; :::; 27
(26)

in order to take intoaccount the symmetric summation relative
to the indices� 6= � and� 6= �. Then eq. (24) is cast into
conventional linear form

X0 +
P27

`=1 D` z` = 0 (! � � 0)

fX0 ; D` ; �; g = fX0 ; D` ; �; g ( t ; u )
(27)

In eq. (27)fX0 ; D` g are measured or exactly known func-
tions, while� is an unknown function of the kinematic vari-
ables. The latter is set 0 whenever possible, but should be kept
in the equation in order to avoid eventual inconsistencies, which
typically arise when the signal (or the full details of the assumed
interference pattern) are insignificant relative to the systemat-
ically misinterpreted background, systematic and/or statistical
measurement errors.

To the nonredundant` set, consisting of the functions and un-
knownsfD` ; z` ; X0 ; � gwe associate - one by one - a given
fkg set (k = 1; :::; 27) in the following way: wechoosea set
of weight functions over the region of experimentally accessible
kinematic variablest; u

f wk g : wk = wk ( t ; u ) ; k = 1; :::; 27

X0 ! (X0 ) k =

Z
dtdu wk X0

D` ! D k ` =

Z
dtdu wk D`

� ! � k =

Z
dtdu wk �

(28)

The weighting functionsw include delta functions singling out

- individual points or idealized bins(t; u)k.

- line integrals, e.g. angular integrals with fixed c.m. energy.

There exists an infinite number of differentfkg sets, each
one defined through a given choice of 27 weighting functions
fwk g ; (k = 1; :::27).

We concentrate on a given set to be interpreted as sample case.
Eq. (27) is thus transformed to an inhomogeneous linear system
of equations

X0 + D z = 0 (! � � 0) ; (29)

where we use matrix notation in order to suppress component
indices.

In the present context the standard notions of linear algebra
receive specific interpretations. The regular case applies to a
nonvanishing determinant ofD. Because of the approximate
nature of eq. (29), a vanishing and approximately vanishing de-
terminant are equivalent in a sense to be precisely defined. The
irregular case corresponds necessarily to the situation where the
datadoes not allowto derive the hypothetical interference pat-
tern, i.e. where the sought parameterc = cos � cannot be sig-
nificantly determined. While also this case constitutes useful
information, we concentrate now on the more interesting regu-
lar case.

In order to generate at least onefkg set, at least 27 bins are
needed. We choose one more in order to enable error analysis.
This presupposes that at least of order 140 to 240 events fall
into these 28 bins. As an example we may choose the 28 bins
by taking 4 fixed c.m. energies and 7 angular bins foreach; the
actual choice, however, is irrelevant for the following. One then
can form maximally 28fkg sets leaving out one of the 28 bins
in turn. We number eachfkg set with the indexfng ranging
from 1 to 28.

Thus 28 matricesDfng result, which we individually subject
to predetermined criteria2 for qualifying as a regular matrix.
These criteria will translate into lower bounds for the determi-
nants depending onDfng

��Det Dfng
�� > C ( fng ) > 0 : (30)

In general not all matricesDfng will pass the test in eq. (30).
Thus the last condition defining the regular case is to specify the
fraction offkg sets for which the test in eq. (30) is successful.
To fix ideas we set this fraction to 75 %.

Having finally defined the regular case, we assume in the fol-
lowing that the data qualifies as regular. We retain only those
fkg sets, which pass the test in eq. (30). We (re)number them
with the labelfn+g

n+ = 1; :::; N+ ; 21 � N+ � 28 : (31)

The range forN+, the number of regularfkg sets, corresponds
to the 75 % limit required above. We compare the calcula-
tional effort required to establish the regular case with a di-
rect�2 minimalization procedure to determine the five param-
eters at hand. Following the present method the extraction of

2We do not discuss here details of these criteria, straightforward to define,
which are to be used to eliminate the irregular case.
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28 � 27 � 27 + 28 = 200400 quantitiesX0 ; n; D
fng was re-

quired. This corresponds to between 7 and 8 values foreach of
the five parameters (7:35 � 200400 ).

Now we determine the unknownsz from eq. (29) setting the
systematic deviation vector� = 0 for each retainedfkg set

�
z = � D�1 X0

�
fn+g

; n+ = 1; :::; N+ : (32)

We can assign weights to each regularfkg set, in inverse pro-
portion to the estimated quadratic standard deviation

pn ;
P

pn = 1 : (33)

In eq. (33) and in the following the index+ forn+ = 1; :::; N+

is omitted. We then form the mean value and relative error cor-
relation matrix

z =
P

pn zfng ; %
2
``0 =

P
pn

( zfng � z ) ` ( zfng � z ) `0

z ` z `0

(34)
The estimate of the error matrix%2``0 in eq. (34) is only sufficient
to estimate the correlation matrix forN+�1 out of theN = 27
componentsz`. Nevertheless we can perform a�2 minimization
- not to be confused with a statistical�2 - on the systematic
deviations�n in eq. (29), which we have set to zero in the first
approximation step displayed in eq. (32). To this end we cast
the set of eqs. (32) into the form

Dfng
�
z � zfng

�
= �fng ; zfng = �

�
Dfng

��1
X

fng
0

�2 =
P

pn �2

fng (35)
In eq. (35) we have used the euclidean norm�2

fng =P
k(�fng)

2
k to evaluate the systematic deviation of�fng from

0.
We determine the minimum and standard deviation of the

function�2 (z) defined in eq. (35)

�2 � �2min = ( z � hzi )
T

D2
�
( z � hzi )

�2min =
P

pn
�
Dfng

�
hzi � zfng

� �2

hzi = D2
��1 P

pn Dfng T Dfng zfng

D2
�
=

P
pn Dfng T Dfng

(36)

In eq. (36) the symbolT denotes transposition.
All quantities except the free variablez are functions of the

determinablesXfng
0 ; Dfng, depending in a highly nonlinear

way on the matrix elements ofD. The regular case ensures that
the (symmetric) matrixD2

�
is regular.

The�2 procedure outlined here is equivalent to a direct fit of
the parameters obtained from the hypothesis in the form of eq.
(17), using the quadratic deviation function

�02 =
�
X � ja ei�=2 f1 + b e�i�=2 f2j

2

�2
(37)

with one notable difference : the relation in eq. (36), quadratic
in the free variablez, is functionally exact. In the latter, hypoth-
esis and the determination of determinables are fully separated.
The functional dependence of the quantities

�
�2min ; hzi ; D2

�
; zfn0g

	 �
X0 n ; D

fng
�

(38)

on the argumentsX0 n ; D
fng andpn is known and exact. The

first two arguments, defined in eqs. (22) - (28), involve, beyond
the cross section, known auxiliary functions used to formulate
the hypothesis but as such are independent of it. Their deter-
mination is subject to systematic and statisticalmeasurement
errors only. These can be analyzed independently to any test
of the hypopthesis.

Furthermore all errors, including the incomplete theoretical
knowledge of signal as well as remaining background ampli-
tudes, are fullyaccounted for by the unknown quantities�fng

defining the function�2 according to eq. (35).
� contours

The regular case ensures a pronounced minimum of��2 ( z )
at z = hzi. This is not surprising, since the conditions in eq.
(30) defining the regular case qualify the hypothesis as viable
(necessary but not sufficient conditions).

We consider the(f � �) contours (f = 1; 2; :::) bounding the
regions ofz values

��2 ( z ) = ( z � hzi )
T

D2
�
( z � hzi ) � f2 �2min

(39)
The probabilistic syntax inherent to the notion of� contour is
only true under the following circumstances

a) all systematic deviations are zero and the hypothesis is true.

b) the systematic deviations�fng are themselves independent
stochastic variables and the hypothesis is true.

Case a) above applies in an approximative sense to the siua-
tion where statistical errors dominate. This will most probably
be the case, whenever the lepton violatingsignals discussed here
will become observable for the first time.

Nevertheless the value off to be applied to the following
analysis is a matter of initially judicious choice to be followed
by subsequent checks. The method at hand allows several such
checks with the same data. The first consists in comparing the
value forhzi with z defined in eq. (34)

��2 ( z ) = f
2
�2min

(40)

Irrelevant systematic deviations imply the relations involvingf

in eq. (40)

f � 1 ; f
2
�2min = O

�
zT %2 z jj D2

�
jj
�

(41)

In eq. (41)%2 denotes the variance matrix estimated in eq.
(34) andjj D2

�
jj an appropriate norm, e.gjj D2

�
jj =

1

N
tr D2

�
.

The tests outlined above can be extended, using the same data,
choosing new bins, thus enlarging the number of regularfkg

sets. It is understood that throughout

( hzi � zfng )
2 ; ( z � zfng )

2 � hzi
2
; z2 (42)

holds. If no satisfactory factorf = O (1) can be found, this
means that the hypothesis cannot be significantly established,
without seperate understanding of systematic deviations.
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We continue the discussion on the contrary assumptions, i.e.
that a satisfactory (f � �) contour is determined withf � 1
such that

��2 ( ztrue ) � f2 �2min ! ztrue � hzi (43)

B. Establishing the interference scenario

All disqualifying criteria being positively met, still does not
prove the hypothesis of the interference scenario defined in eqs.
(14) - (17), because so far we have only determined successfully
the vectorz, which is nothing but the coefficientsg�� andh��
in eqs. (20) and (23) [see also eq. (25)]. The vectorz depends
on the set of parameters� = [q1; q2; a; b; c], in which we are
ultimately interested in. Foreach point in the parameter set�
we calculatez = z(�). The so determined vectorsz sweep out
a 5 dimensional subspace, denoted byS5, when varying the five
parameters� in the allowed range specified in eq. (18).

The (f��) allowed region in the parameter space� is the in-
tersection ofS5 with thez region bounded by the corresponding
contour according to eq. (39)

f f � � [ � ] g =
�
� j ��2 ( z [ � ] ) � f2 �2min

	

(44)
The final test of our hypothesis of an interference scenario of
two heavy neutrino flavors, requires the region of allowed pa-
rameters (f � � [ � ]) not to be empty or concentrated very
near to the bounding (f � �) contour. The best values for the
five parameters[ � ] are then determined by the minimum of the
function��2 ( z [ � ] ) in eq. (44)

��2 ( z [ �best ] ) = Min [ � ] ��2 ( z [ � ] ) < f2 �2min

(45)
Amusingly, an interesting situation also arises if this test fails,
whereby the specific hypothesis (i.e., the interference of 2 Majo-
rana neutrinos) is definitely disproved. However, on the level of
polynomials of the same degree as those defining the hypothe-
sis, an alternative interference pattern is established by the con-
sistent form of the (f � �) contour defined in eq. (43). This
positively would prove the interference of the one flavor signal,
considered as established according to the criteria discussed in
the previous sections, albeit with an amplitude of another na-
ture than the one considered, also violating lepton number! In-
terference with a standard model background amplitude is by
definition excluded.

We continue the discussion for the alternative case where the
criteria in eqs. (44) and (45) are satisfied. The full amplitude
for two interfering Majorana neutrinos can be reconstructed for
all values of the parameters

q1 = (mN1
)2 ; q2 = (mN2

)2 ; q1 < q2 ; a; b � 0

c ; �1 � c � 1
(46)

in the allowed regionf f � � [ � ] g.
On this basis additional tests of the consistency of

parametrization with the data can be performed. Furthermore
the absolute values of the mixing parametersj UeN1

j and

j UeN2
j in eq. (15) can be determined. These are subject to

the constraints unrelated to the data sample considered here [5]

j UeN1
j2 + j UeN2

j2 � 4� 10�4 ; (47)

eventually narrowing down the acceptable parameter region.
Finally we turn to the most subtle of the five parameters,c, the

cosine of the relative phase betweenmN1
U2
eN1

andmN2
U2
eN2

.
The significant determination ofc relies on a solid error analy-
sis with respect to the other 4 parameters, since the error matrix
must show a high degree of correlation between the errors ofc

and those of the other parameters. In the vein of the present dis-
cussion we assume all further tests to reveal no inconsistencies.
Then we foresee the result

�1 � c
�

� cbest � c+ � 1 (48)

according to the (f � �) criteria defined in eqs. (43) , (44) and
(45).

Three distinct possibilities arise, in ascending order of inter-
est:

1) c+ is not significantly different - within(2��) say - from
1, nor is c

�

from -1.

2) either c+ is not significantly different from 1,or c
�

in-
significantly from -1.

3) c+ is significantly different from 1,and c
�

from -1.

Case 1) is unlikely, given the severe criteria in particular those
regarding the regular case, discussed above, but cannot be en-
tirely excluded. The conclusion is that the interference pattern
can be established for some part of the allowed parameter region
but the error margin is too large for an actual determination of
c.

Case 2) establishes the interference pattern but does not ex-
clude the CP conserving relative phases� = 0 ; �.

Finally case 3), which serves as motivation of this analysis,
not only establishes - within the errors - the interference pattern
but proves, albeit indirectly, the CP violating character of this
interference.

We shall conclude this discussion on the hypothesis that this
last case prevails.
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